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INTRODUCTION
Main Results. Throughout the paper K will denote a fixed algebraically
closed field. By an algebra we mean a finite-dimensional K-algebra, which
we shall assume, without loss of generality, to be basic and connected. For
an algebra A, we shall denote by mod-A the category of finitely generated
right A-modules, and by mod-A the stable category of mod-A. Recall that
the objects of mod-A are the objects of mod-A without projective direct
summands, and for any two objects M and N in mod-A the space of
 .morphisms from M to N in mod-A is the quotient Hom M, N sA
 .  .  .  .Hom M, N rP M, N , where P M, N is the subspace of Hom M, NA A
consisting of all A-homomorphisms which factorize through projective
A-modules. Two algebras A and B are said to be stably equivalent if their
stable module categories mod-A and mod-B are equivalent.
We are interested in the stable equivalence of selfinjective algebras.
There has been work connecting tilting theory and selfinjective algebras
 .via trivial extension algebras. Recall that the trivial extension T A of an
algebra A by its minimal injective cogenerator bimodule DA s
 .Hom A, K is the symmetric algebra whose additive structure is thatK
 .of the group A [ DA, and whose multiplication is defined by a, b ?
 .  .a9, b9 s aa9, ab9 q ba9 for any a, a9 g A and any b, b9 g DA. More-
w xover, following 1, 6 , we shall say that a module T in mod-A is a tilting
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 .respectively, cotilting module if it satisfies the following three conditions:
 . 2  .  2  . .1 Ext T , y s 0 respectively, Ext y, T s 0 ;A A
 . 1  .2 Ext T , T s 0;A
 .3 the number of non-isomorphic indecomposable summands of T
 .equals the rank of the Grothendieck group K A of A.0
Two algebras A and B are said to be tilting]cotilting equi¨ alent if there
exist a sequence of algebras A s A , A , . . . , A , A s B and a se-0 1 m mq1
i  i. iquence of modules T , 0 F i F m, such that A s End T and T isA iq1 Ai i
either a tilting or a cotilting module. Tachikawa and Wakamatsu showed in
w x17 that if A and B are tilting]cotilting equivalent then the trivial
 .  . w xextensions T A and T B are stably equivalent. In 7 Peng and Xiao
proved that if L is a symmetric algebra which is stably equivalent to the
 .trivial extension T H of an hereditary algebra H, then there is a tilting
 .H-module T such that L is isomorphic to the trivial extension T A of the
 .tilted algebra A s End T . We shall prove the following theorem onH
symmetric algebras stably equivalent to the trivial extensions of tubular
algebras.
THEOREM. Let A be a tubular algebra. A symmetric algebra L is stably
 .  .equi¨ alent to T A if and only if L is isomorphic to the tri¨ ial extension T E
of a tubular algebra E which is tilting]cotilting equi¨ alent to A.
w xThe tubular algebras introduced in 12 form a distinguished class of
algebras playing an important role in the study of non-domestic algebras of
 w x.  .  .polynomial growth see 13 . The categories mod-T A and mod-T A for
w xtubular algebras A are described in 5, 9, 12 . In particular, it was shown in
w x5 that if A is a tubular algebra, then there is a canonical tubular algebra
 .  .C tilting]cotilting equivalent to A, and hence T A and T C are stably
equivalent. Recall also that there are the following four types of tubular
 .canonical algebras. The canonical tubular algebras of type 2, 2, 2, 2 are
defined by the quiver
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with the relations a a q b b q g g s 0 and a a q lb b q d d1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 4s 0, where l is some fixed element from K _ 0, 1 . We shall frequently
denote these algebras by C . The canonical tubular algebras of typel
 .  .  .  .p, q, r s 3, 3, 3 , 2, 4, 4 or 2, 3, 6 are given by the quiver
with a a . . . a q b b . . . b q g g . . . g s 0, where z s p q q q r.1 2 p 1 2 q 1 2 r
We note also that, in contrast to the hereditary case, the Auslander]
 .Reiten quiver G of the trivial extension T C of a canonical tubularT C .
algebra C consists only of tubes, and hence we have not any natural tilting
module given by a section of a component in G . In the proof of ourT C .
w xtheorem we use a recent characterization of tubular algebras 14 as a
cycle-finite algebra with many families of sincere tubes.
w xFollowing Happel 4 , two algebras A and B are said to be derived
b . b .equivalent if their derived categories D mod-A and D mod-B of
bounded complexes are equivalent as triangulated categories. It is shown
w xin 4 that if A and B are tilting]cotilting equivalent then they are derived
w xequivalent. Moreover, Rickard proved in 10 that if A and B are derived
 .  .equivalent algebras then their trivial extensions T A and T B are also
derived equivalent. Therefore we get the following consequence of our
main result.
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a tubular algebra and L a symmetric algebra
 .  .which is stably equi¨ alent to T A . Then L is deri¨ ed equi¨ alent to T A .
w xWe note that by 10 derived equivalent selfinjective algebras are always
stably equivalent but the converse implication is not true in general.
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w xWe know from 6 that if A and B are tilting]cotilting equivalent
 .  .algebras then their Grothendieck groups K A and K B are isomor-0 0
phic. Then we obtain also the following consequence of the theorem.
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a tubular algebra and L a symmetric algebra
 .  .which is stably equi¨ alent to T A . Then L and T A ha¨e the same number
of pairwise non-isomorphic simple modules.
 .1. THE STRUCTURE OF mod-T C
1.1. For an algebra A, we denote by G the Auslander]Reiten quiverA
of A and by t and ty the Auslander]Reiten translations DTr and TrD,
respectively. We shall not distinguish between an indecomposable module,
its isomorphism class, and the vertex of G corresponding to it. Moreover,A
we denote by G s the stable quiver of G obtained from G by removing allA A A
projective modules, all injective modules, and the arrows attached to them.
w x  s.Following 2 a component T of G respectively, of G is said to be a tubeA A
< <if T contains a cyclic path and its geometrical realization T is homeomor-
phic to S1 = Rq where S1 is the unit circle and Rq is the set of0 0
1  4 < <non-negative real numbers. For a tube the subset S = 0 of T is called
its mouth. A stable tube of rank n G 1 is a translation quiver of the form
 n.ZA r t . The stable tubes of rank one are said to be homogeneous.`
w xRecall 2 that every tube can be obtained from a stable tube by a
 .sequence of ray insertions and coray insertions. A family T s T ofi ig I
 s.tubes in G respectively, in G is said to be standard if the full subcate-A A
 .gory of mod-A respectively, of mod-A is equivalent to the mesh-category
 .  w x.K T of T see 11, Section 2 . Finally, we say that a family of tubes
 .  s.T s T in G respectively, in G separates a family of components Xi ig I A A
from a family of components Y if for any X g X , Y g Y , and i g I, every
 .morphism from X to Y in mod-A respectively, in mod-A can be factor-
 .ized through a module Z in the additive category add T of T , and therei i
 .is no nonzero morphism from Y to X in mod-A respectively, in mod-A
which can be factorized through a module Z in the additive category
 .add T of T.
 .1.2. Let C be a canonical tubular algebra of type T s n , n , . . . , n1 2 t
 .  .  .  .s 2, 2, 2, 2 , 3, 3, 3 , 2, 4, 4 , or 2, 3, 6 . In order to describe the structure
 .of mod-T C we shall need the following types of tubular families. A
 .  4family T s T , P K s K j ` , of tubes in G is said to be al lg P K 1 T C .1
tubular P K-family of type T if the following conditions are satisfied:1
 . s s1 the stable part T of T is a disjoint union of stable tubes T ,l
l g P K, such that t of these tubes have ranks n , . . . , n , and the1 1 t
remaining ones are homogeneous.
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 .2 One of the following conditions holds:
 .a All tubes T , l g P K, are stable.l 1
 .b The tubes T , l g K, are stable and T admits a projective-l `
injective vertex lying on its mouth.
 .c There are l , . . . , l g P K such that the tubes T with l /1 t 1 l
l , . . . , l are stable and, for each 1 F i F t, the tube T admits n y 11 t l ii
projective]injective modules lying on its mouth.
 .1.3. The following proposition on the structure of mod-T C is a direct
w xconsequence of 5 .
PROPOSITION. Let C be a canonical tubular algebra of type T. Then
 . w .a G s E T , where, for each q g 0, 3 l Q, T is aT C . q gw0, 3.l Q q q
 .tubular P K-family T l , l g P K.1 q 1
 . w .b For q - p in 0, 3 l Q, T separates E T fromq ig  p, 3.jw0, q..l Q i
w .E T , and, for p - q in 0, 3 l Q, T separates E Tig q, p.l Q i q igw p, q.l Q i
from E T .ig w q, 3.jw0, p..l Q i
 . w . .  4c For each q g 0, 3 l Q _ 0, 1, 2 , T is a standard family of stableq
tubes.
 .  .d T ` contains the projecti¨ e co¨er P of S where l s 6 if T s1 l l
 .  .2, 2, 2, 2 and l s z y 1 if T / 2, 2, 2, 2 .
 .  .e T ` contains the projecti¨ e co¨er P of S .2 1 1
 .f T contains all indecomposable projecti¨ e modules which are not0
isomorphic to P and P .1 l
 .Proof. The proposition is implied by the description of mod-T C given
w xin 5 .
1.4. COROLLARY. Let C be a tubular canonical algebra of type T. Then
G s s E T s where each T s is a standard stable tubular family ofT C . q gw0, 3.l Q q q
type T.
Moreo¨er, T s separates E T s from E T s forq ig w p, 3.jw0, q..l Q i ig  p, q.l Q i
w . s sany p - q in 0, 3 l Q, and T separates E T fromq igw p, q .l Q i
s w .E T for any q - p in 0, 3 l Q.ig q, 3.jw0, p..l Q i
 .Proof. Since the indecomposable objects in mod-T C are nonprojec-
 .tive indecomposable modules from mod-T C , removing the projective
 .vertices in the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of T C we get by Proposi-T C .
tion 1.3 that T are standard stable tubular P K-families of type T , and theq 1
corollary follows.
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w x1.5. In 5 the following increasing map s : Q ª Q was defined
s y r¡m q 1 q if 0 F 2 r F s
r 2 s y 3r~s m q s / 2 r y ss
m q 2 q if 0 F r - s F 2 r¢ 3r y s
w .where m g Z, r, s g N, 0 F r - s. We need the function s 9 : 0, 3 l Q
w .  .ª 0, 3 l Q that is defined by s in the following way: if s m q rrs s
m9 q trl with m, r, s, m9, t, l g N and 0 F r - s, 0 F t - l, then s 9 m
r .  4  .q s m0 q trl, where m0 g 0, 1, 2 and m0 ' m9 mod 3 . It is clears
that s 9 has no fixpoints.
1.6. LEMMA. Let C be a canonical tubular algebra of type T and V the
 .Heller 's loop-space functor on mod-T C . Then
 .  .a For e¨ery indecomposable nonprojecti¨ e T C -module M in T theq
 .module V M belongs to T .s 9q.
1 . w . <  . <b If q g 0, 3 l Q then s 9 q y q s 1 if and only if q g2
1 1 1 40, , 1, 1 , 2, 2 .2 2 2
 . w xProof. a follows from 4.9 in 5 .
 .b is obtained by a simple calculation.
w x1.7. Recall from 15 that a connected component C of the Auslander]
Reiten quiver G of an algebra L is called generalized standard ifL
` . ` .rad X, Y s 0 for all modules X and Y from C , where rad mod-L is
 .the intersection of all powers of the Jacobson radical rad mod-L of
w xmod-L. It is known 8 that every standard component is generalized
standard.
 .1.8. If C is a canonical tubular algebra of type 2, 2, 2, 2 then therel
 .are only two up to isomorphism tubular algebras tilting]cotilting equiva-
 . w xlent to C whose trivial extensions are isomorphic to T C 13, 3.3 . Theyl l
are given by the following quivers
with relations ra s 0, «d s 0, rg y «g s 0, rb y l«b s 0, and1 1 1 1 1 1
a r s 0, d « s 0, g « y g r s 0, b « y lb r s 0, respectively. De-2 2 2 2 2 2
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note these algebras by C1 and C 2, respectively. Sometimes we shall denotel l
C by C 0.l l
1 2  .1.9. We have embeddings of mod-C , mod-C , mod-C into mod-T C .l l l l
It is important for our further considerations to know into which families
T the projective modules fall via these embeddings.q
LEMMA.
 .1 E¨ery indecomposable projecti¨ e C -module belongs to T in mod-l q
1 . w xT C with q g , 1 l Q.l 2
 . 12 E¨ery indecomposable projecti¨ e C -module belongs to T in mod-l q
1 . w xT C with q g 1 , 2 l Q.l 2
 . 23 E¨ery indecomposable projecti¨ e C -module belongs to T in mod-l q
1 . w . .  4T C with q g 2 , 3 l Q j 0 .l 2
 . XProof. For the proof of 1 observe that the projective C -module P isl 6
 .  .  .isomorphic as a T C -module to P rsoc P . Thus by Proposition 1.3 c ,l 6 6
PX belongs to T . Furthermore, S is a simple projective C -module and is6 1 1 l
 .  .isomorphic to the top of P as a T C -module. Then by Proposition 1.3 d1 l
 .   ..we have that P rsoc P belongs to T . Thus S ( V P rsoc P belongs1 1 2 1 1 1
 .to T by Lemma 1.6 a . Moreover, we have a C -monomorphism.1r2 l
f : S ª PX which factorizes through any PX for some i s 2, 3, 4, 5.1 6 i
Suppose that PX is an indecomposable projective C -module, for somei l0 1w xi s 2, 3, 4, 5, which belongs to Tq with q f , 1 . Then f s f f with0 i i 2 120 0X X X  .f : S ª P , f : P ª P , and, by Proposition 1.3 b , f factorizes1 1 i 2 i 6 20 0
 .through a T C -module X which is a direct sum of modules from thel
tube containing S . If f s fY fX and fX : PX ª X, fY : X ª PX then1 2 2 2 2 i 2 i0 0X ` .f f : S ª X is a non-zero monomorphism from rad S , X . Conse-2 1 1 1
quently, the tube T containing S is not generalized standard. But T g T1 1r2
is by Proposition 1.3 standard and hence it is generalized standard by 1.7.
 .This contradiction shows that 1 holds.
 .  .The proofs of 2 and 3 are similar.
w x1.10. The following lemma is a direct consequence of 5, Section 4 .
 .LEMMA. Let C be a canonical tubular algebra of type 2, 2, 2, 2 . Thenl
 .  .1 For e¨ery q g 1, 2 l Q, T consists of C -modules.q l
 .  . 12 For e¨ery q g 2, 3 l Q, T consists of C -modules.q l
 .  . 23 For e¨ery q g 0, 1 l Q, T consists of C -modules.q l
 .  .1.11. LEMMA. Let F: mod-T C ª mod-T C be an equi¨ alence forl m
 .some tubular canonical algebras C and C of type 2, 2, 2, 2 . Then there arel m
0 F r, t F 2 such that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 . s1 There are an equi¨ alence F9 and a standard tube T in G suchT C .m
 r .  t .  r .  t .that either F9: mod-T C ª mod-T C or F9: T C - modª T C - mod,l m l m
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 r .  .and there is a monomorphism w: F9 C ª X for some X in add T .l
 .y1 .  r .mMoreo¨er, for e¨ery Y in F9 T there is an epimorphism C ª Y forl
some natural m.
 . s2 There are an equi¨ alence F0 and a standard tube T 9 in G suchT C .l
 t .  r .  t .  r .that either F0: mod-T C ª mod-T C or F0: T C - modª T C -m l m l
 t .  .mod, and there is a monomorphism ¨ : F0 C ª X for some X in add T 9 .m
 .y1 .  t .mMoreo¨er, for e¨ery Y in F0 T 9 there is an epimorphism C ª Y form
some natural m.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that F: mod-T C ª mod-T C is an equivalence.l m
w . w .Then, applying Corollary 1.4, we get a bijection f : 0, 3 l Q ª 0, 3 l Q
 s. s w .  .such that F T s T . For every q g 0, 3 l Q, we set q9 s f q andq f q.
y1 .q0 s f q .
We deduce from Lemma 1.9 that the indecomposable projective C -l
1w xmodules belong to the families T with q g , 1 l Q. We split our proofq 2
into the following two cases:
1 . w . xA 0, 1, 2 f 9, 19 l Q2
1 . w . xB one of 0, 1, 2 belongs to 9, 19 l Q.2
 .  4In case A consider the set L s i; 19 - i, i s 0, 1, 2 . Assume first
 .  .L s B. Then 19 g 2, 3 . If moreover 29 g 2, 3 then choose some q g0
 .  .  .19, 29 l Q. If 29 f 2, 3 then choose some q g 19, 3 l Q. Assume now0
 4  .  .L / B. Then denote i s min L . If 29 g 19, i then choose q g 19, 29 .0 0 0
 .  .If 29 f 19, i then choose q g 19, i . Let T be a fixed tube in T .0 0 0 q0
 .Clearly T is stable. Consider an embedding w 9: F C ªl
   ...   ..  .rad E F C where E F C is an injective envelope of F CT C . l T C . l lm m
 .in mod-T C . Then it follows from our choice of q that w9 s w0 w form 0
 .    ...  .some w: F C ª X, w0: X ª rad E F C and X from add T .l T C . lm
Indeed, we have the above factorization since, by Proposition 1.3, any
 .indecomposable projective T C -module does not belong to any family Tm q
1 Yw . x w xwith q g 9, q l Q. Observe that q g 1, 2 and hence, by Lemma0 02
y1 .1.10, for any module Y in F T there are m g N and an epimorphism
 .m  .C ª Y. Thus condition 1 of the lemma holds for r s 0, t s 0,l
F9 s F, and the fixed tube T g T .q0
 . 1 2In case B , replacing if necessary C by C or C , we may assume thatl l l
1w . x0 g 9, 19 . We shall consider the following three cases:2
1 1 . w . xB 2 g 9, 19 and 0 - 19,1 2 2
1 1 . w . xB 2 g 9, 19 and 0 s 19,2 2 2
1 1 . w . xB 2 f 9, 19 .3 2 2
1 1w . x w . . w xIn these cases we have that in fact 9, 19 s 9, 3 j 0, 19 but we2 2
shall use the first notation.
1 1 . w .  4 w . .In the case B we get that 2 , 3 j 0 ; 9, 19 . Then Lemma 1.91 2 2
implies that every indecomposable projective C 2-module belongs to Tm q
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1 1w .  4 w .  4with q g 2 , 3 j 0 . Moreover, none of 09, 19, 29 belongs to 2 , 3 j 0 .2 2
 2 .  . y1Consider F0: mod-T C ª mod-T C , where F0 s F . Thus as inm l
 . s  .case A we can find a tube T 9 in G such that condition 2 is satisfied.T C .l
 .  X .In the case B we consider two subcases. Suppose first that F P does2 6
1 . w .not belong to the same tube as P rsoc P for i s 2, 3, 4, 5. Then 2 , 3 ji i 2
1 1 4 w . x w . x  40 ; 9, 19 . If 2 f 9, 19 then there exists q g Q with max 09, 2 -02 2
1 .   ..    ...  .q - 9 and a projection p 9: P F C rsoc P F C ª F C ,0 T C . l T C . l l2 m m
  ..  .  .where P F C is a projective cover of F C in mod-T C . Let T 9T C . l l mm
be a tube contained in T . Then it follows from our choice of q thatq 00
 .   .. p 9 s pp 0 for some p : X 9 ª F C , p 0: P F C rsoc Pl T C . l T C .m m
  ...  .F C ª X 9, and X 9 from add T 9 . If we compose F with the duality Dl
 .  .  .then we have a monomorphism ¨ s D p : DF C ª D X 9 s X andl
  ..  .  .X g add D T 9 . Clearly, DF C ( FD C and by Lemma 1.10 we inferl l
y1  ..   ..mthat for every Y in F D T 9 we have an epimorphism from D Cl
 op.m  .m op( C ( C onto Y for some natural m, where C denotes thel l l
 .opposite algebra to C . Thus if r s 0, t s 0, F9 s DFD, and T s D T 9 ,l
1 . w . xthen condition 1 of our lemma holds. If 2 g 9, 19 then we consider2
2  . 2the algebra C . By Lemma 1.9 3 , every indecomposable projective C -m m
1s w . .  4module belongs to T in G with q g 2 , 3 l Q j 0 . Thus anyq T C . 2m y1 2 .indecomposable direct summand of F C belongs to a family T withm q0
1w . xq0 g 2 0, 1 l Q, since 0 s 19 in the considered case. Take q with02
1 Y 1 . YF 20 - q - 2 0 - 1 and a tube T in T . Consider a projection n 9:0 q2 2 0
 y1 2 ..   y1 2 ... y1 2 .P F C rsoc P F C ª F C . Then it follows fromT C . m T C . m ml l y1 2 .our choice of q that n 9 s nn 0 for some n : X 9 ª F C , n 0:0 m
 y1 2 ..   y1 2 ..  .P F C rsoc P F C ª X 9, and X 9 from add T . ThenT C . m T C . ml l
 . y1  2 ...  .¨ s D n : F D C ª D X 9 s X is a monomorphism with X gm
 y1  ...add F D T . Moreover, by Lemma 1.10 we infer that for every mod-
 .   2 ..mule Y in D T we have an epimorphism from D C (m
 2 .op.m  1.mC ( C onto Y for some natural m. Consequently, conditionm m
 . y12 of the lemma is satisfied for r s 0, t s 1, F0 s DF D, and T 9 s
 .D T .
 X .In the second subcase suppose that F P belongs to the same tube as6
 .  4P rsoc P for some fixed i g 2, 3, 4, 5 . Sincei i 00 0
0 ª rad P ª rad P rsoc P [ P ª P rsoc P ª 0 .  .  .  .i i i i i i0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  X .is an Auslander]Reiten sequence in mod-T C , either F P (m 6
 .  X .  . X  .P rsoc P or F P ( rad P , because P s P rsoc P lies on thei i 6 i 6 6 60 0 0
 X .  .mouth of a tube. If F P ( rad P then we can proceed similarly as in6 i0
 .the first subcase since there is not an epimorphism from P rsoc P ontoi i0 0
 .  X .  . 2rad P . If F P ( P rsoc P then consider F9 s FV , becausei 6 i i0 0 02  .  .V P rsoc P ( rad P , and similarly as in the first subcase we get thati i i0 0 0
 .  . 2 y2 y1condition 1 or 2 holds for F9 s FV or F0 s V F , respectively.
 .In the case B we consider also two subcases. Suppose first that3
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1 1 1w . xg 9, 19 . Then take the algebra C . We know by Lemma 1.9 that them2 2
11indecomposable direct summands of C belong to families T with 1 Fm q 2
 .  . y1q F 2. Consider now F : mod-T C ª mod-T C given by F s VF .1 m l 1
w . w .Then we have the induced bijection f : 0, 3 l Q ª 0, 3 l Q and put1
 . y1 . w .again q9 s f q , q0 s f q for any q g 0, 3 l Q. Thus, by Lemma1 1
1 1 1w . x w x  .1.6, we get 1 0, 20 ; 2, 2 . If 2 / 1 0 then take q with 2 - q -0 02 2 2
1 .1 0 and fix a tube T in T . Consider an epimorphism n 9:q2 0
  1..    1...  1.P F C rsoc P F C ª F C . Then it follows from ourT C . 1 m T C . 1 m 1 ml l
 1.choice of q that n 9 s nn 0 for some n : X 9 ª F C , n 0 :0 1 m
  1..    1...  .P F C rsoc P F C ª X 9, and X 9 g add T . Thus ¨ sT C . 1 m T C . 1 ml l
 .   1..  .   ..D n : F D C ª D X 9 s X is a monomorphism with X g add D T .1 m
Furthermore, by Lemma 1.10 we infer that for every module Y in
y1  ..   1..mF D T there are a natural number m and a projection from D C1 m
 2 .m  .( C onto Y. Consequently, condition 2 of the lemma holds form
1 .  .t s 2, r s 1, F0 s DF D, and T 9 s D T . If 2 s 1 0 then either none1 2
 .  .  .of F S , i s 2, 3, 4, 5, belongs to the tube T ` , containing P rsoc P ,1 i 2 1 1
 4  .  .or there is some i g 2, 3, 4, 5 such that F S belongs to T ` in view0 1 i 20
 .  .of Proposition 1.3. If none of F S belongs to T ` then fix some q1 i 2 0
1with 2 - q - 3 and a tube T 9 in T . Consider a monomorphism ¨ 9:0 q2 0
 1.    1...F C ª rad E F C . Then it follows from our choice of q that1 m T C . 1 m 0l
 1.    1...¨ 9 s ¨ 0 ¨ for some ¨ : F C ª X, ¨ 0: X ª rad E F C , and1 m T C . 1 ml
 . y1 .X g add T 9 . By Lemma 1.10 we have that for any module Y in F T 91
 1.m  .there is a natural m and an epimorphism C ª Y. Thus condition 2m
of our lemma holds for t s 1, r s 0, F0 s F , and the chosen tube T 9. If1
 4  .  .  .there is some i g 2, 3, 4, 5 such that F S g T ` then either F S0 i 2 1 i0 0
 .  .  .( P rsoc P or F S ( rad P since1 1 1 i 10
0 ª rad P ª rad P rsoc P [ P ª P rsoc P ª 0 .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1
is an Auslander]Reiten sequence and S lies on the mouth of the tubei0 1 .  .containing it. Assume F S ( P rsoc P . Choose some q with 2 -1 i 1 1 0 20
 1.q - 3 and fix a tube T 9 in T . Consider a monomorphism ¨ 9: F C ª0 q 1 m0
   1...rad E F C . Then it follows from our choice of q that ¨ 9 s ¨ 0 ¨T C . 1 m 0l
 1.    1...  .for some ¨ : F C ª X, ¨ 0: X ª rad E F C with X g add T 9 .1 m T C . 1 ml y1 .Moreover, by Lemma 1.10 we infer that for any module Y from F T 91
 1.mthere are a natural number m and an epimorphism C ª Y. Conse-m
 .quently, condition 2 of the lemma holds for t s 1, r s 0, F0 s F , and1
 .  . X 2the chosen tube T 9. If F S ( rad P then consider F s V F . Since1 i 1 1 102  ..  . XV rad P ( P rsoc P then we can repeat for F the arguments used1 1 1 1
 .for F and conclude that condition 2 of the lemma is satisfied for t s 1,1
r s 0, F0 s V2 F , and some tube T 9.1
1 1w . xIn the second subcase suppose that f 9, 19 . Then consider F s22 2
w . w .FV and the corresponding bijection f : 0, 3 l Q ª 0, 3 l Q. Put2
 . y1 . w .  X.again f q s q9, f q s q0 for any q g 0, 3 l Q. Since V P be-2 2 i
1 1w x w  . xlong to families T with q g 2, 2 l Q, by Lemma 1.6, hence 29, 2 9 ;q 2 2
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 .  .1, 2 . Consequently we reduced this subcase to case A for F . Thus our2
lemma is proved.
 .1.12. LEMMA. If C is a canonical tubular algebra of type 2, 2, 2, 2 thenl
 i  i..iHom C , t C s 0 for i s 0, 1, 2.T C . l ll
 . 2Proof. Since T C is symmetric then t s V and an easy verificationl
shows the lemma.
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
w x2.1. We know from 17 that if two algebras A and E are tilting]cotilt-
 .  .ing equivalent tubular algebras then the trivial extensions T A and T E
are stably equivalent. Assume now that L is a symmetric algebra which is
 .stably equivalent to the trivial extension T A of a tubular algebra A.
w xFrom 5 there exists a canonical tubular algebra C which is tilting]cotilt-
 .ing equivalent to A. Hence there is an equivalence F: mod-L ª mod-T C
of stable categories. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it is enough
 .to show that L is isomorphic to the trivial extension T E of a tubular
algebra E which is tilting]cotilting equivalent to C. We shall prove this
fact in several steps.
2.2. LEMMA. Let C be a component of G , and assume that C is notL
generalized standard and does not contain simple modules and their first
` .syzygies. Then there exist M, N g C and 0 / f g rad M, N such that f / 0
 .or im f is indecomposable.
Proof. Since C is not generalized standard there exist U, V g C and
` .0 / g g rad U, V . If g / 0 we put f s g, M s U, N s V. Assume that
g s 0. Then g s wp for some projective cover p: Q ª V and w: U ª Q.
Let P be an indecomposable direct summand of Q such that h s prpv /
 .0 for p : Q ª P and r : P ª Q such that pr s id . Consider X s im h ,P
 .and denote by f : U ª X the canonical projection onto im h , and by c :
X ª V the canonical injection. Hence h s cf. Suppose that X admits an
indecomposable direct summand W which does not belong to C. Then
take a : X ª W, b : W ª X with ab s id , and put h s af : U ª W andW
` .  .g s cb : W ª V. Then f s gh g rad U, V and im f s W is indecom-
 .posable. Assume now that X g add C . Let L be the image of p w.
Clearly, L is indecomposable because p w / 0 and P has a simple socle.
Suppose L does not belong to C. Then we have an epimorphism q: U ª L
induced by p w and an epimorphism r : L ª X induced by pr. Observe
 .that pr q s prp w and hence X s im prhq . Since q is an epimorphism
 .we have X s im prh and hence we get an epimorphism m: U ª X. Let
N be an indecomposable direct summand of X and « : L ª N the
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composition of m with the canonical projection X ª N. Put M s U and
` .f s « q: M ª N. Then f g rad M, N and f / 0 since f is an epimor-
 w x.phism see 11, Lecture 3 . Finally, assume that L belongs to C. Denote
by S the socle of L. Since L is symmetric, S occurs as a direct summand
of the top of V and hence there is an epimorphism l: V ª S. Let j: S ª L
be the canonical injection. Put M s V, N s L, and f s jl. Since S does
` .  .not belong to C , we get that 0 / f g rad M, N and im f s S is
indecomposable. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
2.3. LEMMA. Let C be a component in G which contains neither simpleL
 .modules nor first syzygies of simple modules and such that F C contains
neither simple modules nor first syzygies of simple modules. Then C is
generalized standard.
Proof. Let C be in T . Suppose that M, N are indecomposable L-q0
` .modules contained in C and 0 / f g rad M, N . Clearly C does not
 .contain projective modules and Proposition 1.3 implies that F C is
 .  .standard in mod-T C . Thus if f / 0 then F f / 0 and we get a contra-
 .diction to standardness of F C . Then in view of Lemma 2.2, we may
 .assume that im f is indecomposable. We shall prove our lemma in this
  ..  .   ..case by induction on the length l im f of im f . Suppose that l im f
 .s 1. Then im f is a simple L-module and we have f s wp where p:
 .  .M ª im f is an epimorphism and w: im f ª N is a monomorphism.
 .  .  .Applying Lemma 1.6 a one gets that S s im f and P S rS belong toL
different families of tubes T and T , respectively. There is an epimor-q q1 2
 .phism g : P S rS ª S which can be considered as a composition g s g g ,L 2 1
 .where g : P S rS ª M and g : M ª S is an epimorphism. Since the1 L 2
morphisms g , g are nonzero, C does not belong to T and C does not1 2 q1
belong to T , because T , T are stable standard tubular P K-families.q q q 12 1 2
  ..Moreover, there is a nonzero morphism h: S ª rad P S which is aL
composition h s h h , where h : S ª N is a monomorphism and h :2 1 1 2
  ..  .N ª rad P S is a nonzero morphism. By Lemma 1.6 a we know thatL
q / q too. Consequently q , q , q are pairwise different. If q - q - q1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
 .then F h factorizes through a module which is a direct sum of modules1
 .from T and every family T in mod-T C is not generalized standard forq q2
 .  .  .  .q g q , q l Q since F h s F h F h is a composition w w w , where1 2 2 1 3 2 1
 .    ... ` .w : F S ª Y, w : Y ª Y , w : Y ª F rad P S and w g rad Y, Y1 2 1 3 1 L 2 1
with Y, Y being direct sums of modules containing in T . If q - q - q1 q 0 2 1
 .then F g factorizes through a module which is a direct sum of modules1
 .from T and every family T is not generalized standard for q g q , qq q 2 11
 .  .  .l Q since F g s F g F g is a composition ¨ ¨ ¨ , where ¨ :2 1 3 2 1 1
  . .  . ` .F P S rS ª X, ¨ : X ª X , ¨ : X ª F S , and ¨ g rad X, X withL 2 1 3 1 2 1
X, X being direct sums of modules contained in T . Thus in both cases1 q
 .we get a contradiction if im f is simple. In the cases q - q - q ,2 1 0
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q - q - q , q - q - q , and q - q - q the above arguments work1 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 2
in the same way. Consequently there is not 0 / f : M ª N with f g
` .  .rad M, N and im f simple.
` .Now suppose that there is not a non-zero morphism f g rad M, N
 .   ..with im f indecomposable and l im f - n for all indecomposable
M, N in the same tube C , for all tubes C satisfying the required condi-
tions. Suppose that, for a tube C and some indecomposable modules M, N
` .   ..from C , we have a nonzero morphism f g rad M, N with l im f s n.
 .We may assume again by Lemma 2.2 that im f is indecomposable. Then
 .as above C g T , im f g T . By the separation property of T andq q q0 1
 .standardness of F C we obtain that q / q . Then we can compose f0 1
 .with an epimorphism r : N ª Nrsoc N . Choose such an indecomposable
 .direct summand N in Nrsoc N that we have an epimorphism r :1 1
N ª N induced by r and r f / 0. Let N g T . If q s q then we can1 1 1 q 2 02
  ..consider the morphism r f. Since l im r f - n, we get a contradiction to1 1
the inductive assumption. If q / q then r f factorizes through the2 0 1
 .   ..module im f rsoc im f . Thus r f s f f where f : M ª1 2 1 1
 .   ..  .   ..im f rsoc im f is an epimorphism and f : im f rsoc im f ª N is a2 1
monomorphism. By the inductive assumption f should factorize through a2
direct sum of modules from C and thus we have an indecomposable
L-module N X in C such that there is a nonzero morphism g 9 from1
 .   .. X ` X.   ..im f rsoc im f to N . Therefore g 9 f g rad M, N and l im g 9 f F1 2 1 2
  .   ...l im f rsoc im f - n. Consequently we obtain a contradiction to the
inductive assumption. Thus our lemma is proved inductively.
2.4. A tube C in G is called sincere if for each indecomposableL
projective L-module P there is a L-module X contained in C such that
 .Hom P, X / 0.L
2.5. LEMMA. If T in mod-L contains neither a simple L-module nor aq
first syzygy of a simple L-module then e¨ery tube in T is sincere.q
Proof. Under the assumption of the lemma consider a tube C in the
family T . Then we deduce from Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 1.6 that, forq
 .every simple L-module S, either an inclusion S ª P S factorizes through
 .  .a module in add C or an epimorphism P S ª S factorizes through a
 .  .  .   ..module in add C , because P S and V S s rad P S belong to the
same component of G . Consequently C is sincere.L
2.6. Fix a generalized standard sincere stable tube T in G . Let J beL
the trace ideal of T in L, which is the two-sided ideal generated by the
images of all L-homomorphisms from modules in T to L. Denote by I the
 .annihilator ann T of T in L, which is the intersection of the annihilators
of all modules from T.
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2.7. LEMMA. J ; I.
Proof. Take l g J and a L-homomorphism f : L ª M with M in T.
 .  .We claim that f l s 0. Suppose that f l / 0. Since l g J, there is a
L-homomorphism g : X ª L such that X is a direct sum of modules from
 .T and l s g x for some x g X. Then fg / 0 and factorizes through the
` .projective module L. Therefore, fg g rad X, M , because T does not
contain projective modules, and this contradicts the fact that T is general-
ized standard. Hence, every l g J belongs to the intersection of kernels of
all maps f : L ª M with M g T. This shows that J ; I.
 .2.8. Let E s LrI, F s LrJ. Observe that J ; rad L because T is a
stable tube. Then T is a sincere tube of G .F
A cycle in mod-F is a sequence M ª M ª ??? ª M s M of non-0 1 n 0
zero non-isomorphisms between indecomposable F-modules. Following
w x14 , F is said to be cycle-finite if for every cycle in mod-F all morphisms
` .on this cycle do not belong to rad mod-F .
2.9. LEMMA. F is cycle-finite.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a cycle
f f f0 1 ny1
M ª M ª ??? ª M s M0 1 n 0
` .in mod-F with some morphisms on this cycle from rad mod-F . The
above cycle can be considered as a cycle in mod-L. Suppose that T is
 .contained in the family T . Let D F s L [ L [ ??? [ L be a decom-q 1 2 t0
 .position of the injective F-module D F into a direct sum of indecompos-
able F-modules. The modules L can be considered also as L-modules.i
 4Suppose that L g T , i s 1, . . . , t, and choose i such that q s max qi q 0 i ii 0
 4if q F q for all i s 1, . . . , t, and q s max q ; q - q if q - q for0 i i i i 0 i 00
some 1 F i F t. Reordering if necessary the families, we may assume that
` .i s 1. Since some of f belong to rad mod-L , there is f , say f ,0 j j ny10
 .which factorizes through a module from add T . Clearly we may assumeq1
 .that f does not factorize through a module from add T . Indeed,ny1
 . Xsuppose that f factorizes through X in add T . Thus we can take as Mny1 n
one of the indecomposable direct summands of X, M X s M , andnq1 0
consider a new cycle
f f f X f X0 1 ny1 nX XM ª M ª ??? ª M ª M s M0 1 n nq1 0
X  . X Xin which f does not factorize through a module in add T , where f fny1 n ny1
is induced by f . Since every F-module can be embedded into a directny1
 .sum of copies of some L , then the projection p: P M ª M does noti F n n
 .  .factorize through a module from add T , where P M denotes theF n
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projective cover of M in mod-F. Otherwise there is an F-module Y inn
 .  .add T and p s p p with p : P M ª Y and p : Y ª M . But there is1 2 2 F n 1 n
an embedding ¨ : M ª L [ L [ ??? [ L which factorizes through an i i i1 2 l
 .module from add T , that is, there is an F-module Z whose all indecom-
posable direct summands are contained in T and ¨ s ¨ ¨ with ¨ :1 2 2
M ª Z, ¨ : Z ª L [ L [ ??? [ L . Clearly ¨ is a monomorphism.n 1 i i i 21 2 l
Thus ¨ p : Y ª Z is nonzero which contradicts generalized standardness2 1
of T.
Let s be the minimal natural number such that the projection p :s
 .  .P M ª M does not factorize through a module from add T . Such an sF s s
exists because for f : M ª M factorizing through a module fromz z zq1
 .  .add T we have that p does not factorize through a module from add Tz
since f p / 0 would contradict generalized standardness of T otherwise.z z
 .  .Since p : P M ª M does not factorize through a module from add Ts F s s
 .and s is minimal with this property, hence p : P M ª Msy1 F sy1 sy1
 .factorizes through a module from add T . Thus there is a nonzero map g :
 .  .P M ª P M which is obtained in the following way: we have anF sy1 F s
 .epimorphism p : P M ª M and the composed morphism f p :s F s s sy1 sy1
 .P M ª M , hence there is g such that p g s f p . Since pF sy1 s s sy1 sy1 s
 .factorizes through a module from add T and p does not have such asy1
 .factorization, hence g factorizes through a module from add T . Thus we
have a nonzero morphism h: P ª P between indecomposable projective1 2
F-modules which is induced by g and factorizes through a module from
 .add T . But there is an epimorphism a : Q ª P in mod-L with Q being1 1 1 1
an indecomposable projective L-module. Then ha / 0 in mod-L. Since1
there is an epimorphism a : Q ª P in mod-L with Q being an inde-2 2 2 2
 .composable projective L-module and ker a s Q ? J, there is a non-zero2 2
morphism u: Q ª Q such that ha s a u. If u factorizes through a1 2 1 2
 .  .  .module from add T then im u ; Q ? J s ker a , hence h s 0. There-2 2
 . X Yfore a factorizes through a module from add T , that is, a s a a with2 2 2 2
Y X  .a : Q ª U, a : U ª P , where U is a module from add T . But T is also2 2 2 2
sincere in mod-F so we have a nonzero map y: P ª X with an indecom-2
posable F-module X contained in T. Since aX is an epimorphism, the2
composed morphism yaX : U ª X is nonzero, which contradicts general-2
ized standardness of T. Consequently our lemma is proved.
2.10. LEMMA. F is either tame concealed or tubular.
w xProof. It follows from 14 because F is cycle-finite and T is a sincere
stable tube in G .F
2.11. LEMMA. I s J, and so I 2 s 0.
Proof. Since F is either tame concealed or tubular and T is a sincere
stable tube in G , hence T is faithful by the separation property of T. ThenF
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 .IrJ s ann T s 0 and I s J. Clearly there is an epimorphism M ª J forF
some M being a direct sum of modules from T. Thus J ? I s 0, and so
I 2 s 0.
Proof of Theorem. Let p : L ª E be the canonical epimorphism with
 .  .ker p s I, and c : D L ª L a L-L-bimodule isomorphism. Since there
 .  .is an epimorphism r : Z ª D E for some Z in add T , we conclude that
 .  .pc D p s 0, because otherwise pc D p r / 0 which is impossible by the
choice of T and by Lemma 2.10. Hence we have a commutative diagram
 .D p6 6 6 6
0 D E D L D I 0 .  .  .
6 6
(f c
p6 6 6 60 I L E 0.
 .On the other hand, I is an E-submodule of L and D E is isomorphic to
  ..  .an injective E-submodule of L whose socle is equal to soc D E s soc L ,
because T is a sincere stable tube of G . This implies that f is anL
isomorphism too. Therefore we have a Hochschild extension
p
0 ª D E ª L ª E ª 0 .
 .of E by D E . Since K is an algebraically closed field and E is a
K-algebra without oriented cycles in the ordinary quiver, the second
2  ..  w x.Hochschild cohomology group H E, D E is zero see 3, 16 . Hence
 .the above extension is splittable, and we get that L ( T E .
We know that E s F is either tame concealed or tubular by Lemma
 .2.10. Since mod-L ( mod-T C we infer that E is tubular of the same
 .tubular type as C. Thus for tubular types different than 2, 2, 2, 2 E is
tilting]cotilting equivalent to C.
In order to finish the proof, suppose that we have two canonical tubular
 .  .  .algebras C , C of type 2, 2, 2, 2 and F: mod-T C ª mod-T C is anl m l m
equivalence. Then, in view of Lemma 1.11, assume first that there is an
 r .  t .equivalence F9: mod-T C ª mod-T C for some 0 F r, t F 2 and al m
standard stable tube T9 in G s such that there is a monomorphism w:T C .m
 r .  .F9 C ª X with X in add T9 . We infer by Lemma 1.10 that T9 consistsl
i  r . iof C -modules for some i s 0, 1, 2. Thus F9 C is also a C -module andm l m
r  r .rwe have the following K-algebra isomorphisms C ( End C (l C ll
 r .   r ..   r ..  i .  .iEndT C . C ( EndT C . F9 C ( End F9 C since T C ( T C .l ml l C l m mm
 r . iNow we are going to prove that F9 C is a tilting C -module. Observel m
  i .   r ...ifirst that Hom D C , t F9 C s 0 by the choice of T9. Thus theC m lm
 r . w xprojective dimension of F9 C is not greater than 1 by 12, 4.1.1 .l
1  r r .Moreover, we have the following isomorphisms Ext C , C (T C . l ll
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 r  r ..   r .   r ...D H om T C . C , t C ( D H om T C . F 9 C , t F 9 C (l ml l l l
1   r .  r ..Ext F9 C , F9 C , because t commutes with any stable equiva-T C . l lm
 r  r ..len ce . Sin ce H om T C . C , t C s 0 by L em m a 1.12 ,l l l
1   r .  r .. 1   r .  r ..iExt F9 C , F9 C s 0, and so Ext F9 C , F9 C s 0. TheT C . l l C l mm m
numbers of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable direct summands in
 r . i  r . iF9 C and in C are equal, hence F9 C is a tilting C -module. More-l m l m
r   r ..iover, C ( End F9 C by the above remark. Consequently C and Cl C l m lm
are tilting]cotilting equivalent, because C i is tilting]cotilting equivalent tom
C and C r is tilting]cotilting equivalent to C .m l l
In other cases, implied by Lemma 1.11, the proof is similar.
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